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Premise: Humans are prone to
“Implementation Gaps”

Knowing…. vs. Doing

Bottom Line is still:

1) Eat better stuff
2) Exercise more
3) De-Stress

Efficacy (Oxford English Dictionary) 

The ability to produce a desired or 
intended result.

Collective (Oxford English Dictionary) 

Done by groups of people acting as a group.

Collective Efficacy: easy to 
identify, easy to say, challenging 
(but not impossible) to do!
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Individuals can’t profoundly “move the dial” on 
improved instruction – it requires the entire 
school to cohere...focus,  to really “nail it” 

Hundreds of studies and my personal experience confirms...

Collective
Efficacy 

Hattie
ES 1.57 

Recent evidence strongly 
suggests most PD simply 
does not improve 
teaching … http://tntp.org
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School systems are not helping teachers 
understand how to improve—or even that 
they have room to improve at all. Teachers need 
clear information about their strengths and weaknesses to 
improve their instruction, but many don’t seem to be 
getting that information. The vast majority of teachers in 
the districts we studied are rated Effective or Meeting 
Expectations or higher, even as student outcomes in 
these districts fall far short of where they need to be. 
Perhaps it is no surprise, then, that less than half of 
teachers surveyed agreed they had weaknesses in their 
instruction. Even the few teachers who did earn low 
ratings seemed to reject them; more than 60 percent of 
low-rated teachers still gave themselves high 
performance ratings. Together, this suggests a pervasive 
culture of low expectations for teacher development and 
performance. - The Mirage, pg. 2 tntp.org

Decades of Research Indicates
Most School Improvement Efforts Do
NOT Impact Teacher Performance

WHY?

Many Valid Reasons Including…
u Every changing focus, latest “fad/fashion/initiative”

instead of those grounded in solid empirical evidence 
u Lack of shared instructional focus across the school 
u Lack of teacher buy in – leadership/ownership
u Lack of support – accountability for implementation
u Lack of data/evidence to guide the work - refine/tweak etc
u Lack of a shared epistemology– what counts as evidence
u Very little/no Actionable Feedback to support

teachers actually improving their instruction

Solutions?   “Public Practice” – tied to “Evidence Based  Practice” 
creating a culture of collaborative focus (i.e. Instructional Improvement 
Teams) in which feedback is both given & received in a mutual commitment 
to get better, reach more students more deeply – this is the “secret sauce”…
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From my experience & understanding of the research base…

Essentials of Instructional Improvement

u Shared instructional focus – tied to best evidence
research syntheses – focus on a few Big Dogs!

u Distributed Leadership – teachers  as leaders – Instructional
Improvement Teams drive improvement creating a…

u Formative Assessment focus – data/evidence guides 
instructional decision making – Evidence Matters!

u Collaborative Culture – focus on Public Practice 
Actionable Feedback that “Feeds Forward” – fostering a 
climate of mutual trust, respect, curiosity, kindness & inquiry

u Leaders willing/able to lead by example – keep the focus 

u A sense of mission/urgency/belief: WHY change?

Recent Updates of Hattie’s Effect Sizes
Collective Teacher Efficacy……1.57  RTI…….. 1.07

1) The TEAM must commit to transparency in practice and results. There
is nothing to hide; there is no shame in mistakes; we agree we are all here to
get better.  (AKA “Public Practice”)

2) The TEAM must create a climate of non-judgementalism. We listen to 
learn - we all commit to continuous improvement.

3) The TEAM must be specific in terms of the practices it will employ    
and actually employ them. Setting high expectations and measuring results
will not lead to better outcomes. An effective theory of action requires 
careful selection of the practices that must change and even more careful
attention to learning and implementing such practices with fidelity.

4) The TEAM must be clear on the specific evidence it will collect to 
know it is influencing growth -- and it must collect it. Determining 
evidence of impact and the assessments that will be used to collect it
must be identified at the very earliest stages of the improvement process. 
Otherwise learning and implementation will be unsuccessful because
goals and measures are not aligned.      - Michael Fullan (Posted OR RTI site)

Implementation TeamNo Implementation Team

14%
17

Years

To “Making it Happen”From “Letting it Happen”

Sources: 
Fixsen, Blase, Timbers, & Wolf, 2001
Balas & Boren, 2000 
Green & Seifert, 2005
Saldana & Chamberlain, 2012

Dramatic 
Improvement in 

Outcomes

Findings from “Implementation Science”:
The Power of Implementation Teams 

80%
3 

Years
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http://implementation.fpg.unc.edu/

Learning Targets
+ Assessment

Student Engagement

Academic Language
(vocabulary)

Instructional Collab.
(Implementation team
Public Practice, etc)

What

How

Begin with the Willing/Able
Build Your Instructional Leadership Team

u Strong/effective teachers – producing solid results

u Informal leaders – have “street cred” with peers

u Risk takers  - inquisitive, action researchers, 

problem solvers/solution finders

u Across grade/content areas (including Math/Sci/SS)

* Initially, to “test drive” the practices/local validity – ongoing 
support to engage 100% of the faculty… 
Improvement is NOT a choice – it is our relentless focus!
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True-isms for Improving
OUR Schools

#1: It is impossible to significantly 
improve student achievement 
unless we figure out ways to 
improve our teaching...

How well we teach = how  well they learn
- email stamp, Dr. Anita Archer

School and District Leaders Rely on 
Many Strategies for Pursuing 

Improved Achievement

u Get a new principal
u Get a new plan
u Get a new textbook
u Get more test prep 
u Get new students
u Get new teachers
u Get more teachers
u Get a new schedule
u Get a charter

u Get a new computer system
u Get a new reading program
u Get  more aides 
u Get new parents
u Get a new test
u Get a new curriculum
u Get a new staff development 

program… or…

Adopt RTI or CCSS !

In spite of all the many strategies used 
to turn around low performance –

Nothing Changes Unless
Teaching and Learning Changes.

However, the Bottom Line Remains:

- Joseph F. Johnson, Jr., Ph.D.
Executive Director, National
Center for Urban School Transformation
http://ncust.org/wp/
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DuFour & Marzano, 2011

The Greatest Source
of Variance in Our
System is Related to the
Teachers In EACH
Building… how could
we “skew” this distribution? 

or become a 
“shark’s tail” distribution

Visible Learning,
Hattie, 2009

- Robinson et al. 2009

School Leadership and Student Outcomes:
Identifying What Works and Why Best Evidence Synthesis
http://www.educationcounts.govt.nz/publications/series/2515/60169/60170 
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http://www.agi.harvard.edu/

What do these “outliers” do?

In other words…

Leading RTI/MTSS/Common Core or
any viable School Improvement effort
at it’s core is about Leading 
Instructional Improvement….

Decades of research syntheses (Hattie, 2009, 
Marzano, 2003) conclude the quality of instruction 
student’s receive is the single most potent 
variable in student achievement (that is within
the school’s capacity to impact).
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Instructional 
Coherence 

A prerequisite for significant school improvement…

or simply put, “getting our ducks in a row” …
getting everyone on the same page…
all pulling in the same direction…”

Collective
Efficacy

Practical Wisdom 

There are two ways to improve 
results: redesign the school based 
on best instructional practices or 
get new kids. 

- Tim Westerberg, former high school principal in Littleton, CO 

How do we adjudicate “best”? A requirement
without which coherence is impossible !

a study of studies...
a Synthesis 

Meta-Analysis
Meta + Analysis = ? 
Meta-cognition = thinking about 
your thinking... 

Meta-Analysis is… 

What is the “gold standard” for best evidence
in education?
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https://visible-learning.orgProf John Hattie & colleagues

https://ies.ed.govInstitute of Education Sciences

See Practice Guides – e.g. Beginning Reading, 
Adolescent Literacy, Teaching Math to Young
Children & many more - ALL FREE!

IES Research Summary:
Improving Adolescent 

Literacy

FREE: http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/publications_reviews.aspx

1st Step? Begin w/the
best research evidence 
available...

IES Research Conclusions Across Content Areas/
Grades 4-12 for Improving Academic Literacy

1) Provide explicit vocabulary instruction* (Academic Language)

2) Provide explicit comprehension strategy instruction
- critical thinking (text/image/symbols/experiences etc.)

3) Provide explicit instruction re: discussion/writing* of text/
content meaning and interpretations.

4) Increase motivation and engagement in literacy learning 
(e.g. choices, connections, meaningful applications, etc.)

5) Provide tiers of intensive/scientifically based interventions
beginning w/screening ALL students, matching programs to 
student needs w/progress monitoring to adjust as needed 
to ensure optimal student success. (RTI)

Tier 1

Tier 2 & 3
* Doubly critical for ELLs 
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I do it - teacher modeling (including thinking aloud)

We do it - teacher guided

Y’all do it - structured partner 
practice/small group IF task/topic warrants

You do it - independent practice (w/ T feedback)

Explicit or Guided Teaching 
to Ensure Visible Learning !

heart & soul
of effective
instruction...

- Anita Archer
https://explicitinstruction.org

True-isms for Improving
OUR Schools

#2: Leadership must be distributed,
Principals can’t do it alone – it
does indeed “take a village” – or in
our case a school.

School improvement can’t effectively be mandated or complied
with… it requires “collective efficacy” in which ALL players 
understand their differing roles and are committed to goals of
improved student learning… I call this the “flesh and blood” test
of commitment – you would want “it” for your own children… 

How Can Teachers “Lead”?

“A leader is a person others want to follow, 
emulate, learn from…”

u Open their doors to peer observation

u Serve on the Instructional Improvement Team

u Volunteer to “go first” (Obser./Video/etc) model

risk taking/stretching beyond our comfort zones

u Video tape their teaching & share w/colleagues

u Speak up/advocate during PLC/Faculty meetings

u Co-plan, co-teach with colleagues, etc etc

u “BE the change we want to see… (Gandhi)
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Encouraging teachers within a school to 
observe each other, to plan together, and to 
adopt shared teaching methods can 
dramatically improve teaching and learning 
in a school. Effective practices in one 
classroom can become school wide shared 
practices…

The Power of Coherence
A Common Focus

Pathways to the Common Core, 2010How? What can schools do to
intentionally make this happen?

Mike Schmoker Sums It Up Succinctly
Transforming Professional Development: Beyond ‘The Mirage’”,

Education Week, October 21, 2015

1) Choose a few instructional practices with the strongest 
research base and track record. – e.g. IES Practice Guides 
(not the latest fad, newest technology, TED talk, etc)

2) Choose a small number of initiatives and provide sustained 
training, feedback, monitoring & support.

- actual practice w/feedback during team meetings ( e.g. video)
- classroom based lesson feedback (coaching, video, etc)
- collaborative  lesson planning/formative assessments
- collaborative analysis of results (including video)
- unwavering sustained focus 

The What ( Like RR’s “Big Dogs”)

The How (A Culture of Public Practice)

Instructional Coherence: Relentless
Focus on a Few BIG Dogs

u Clarity from site administrative leadership
u Clarify from Instructional leadership team (teachers)
u Clarity from district office: on-going support
u Clarity on Instructional Norms – Relentless FOCUS

of all PD, PLC work: Instruction-Instruction- Instruction
u Resist adding more new projects – stay the course!

Q: How “instructionally coherent” is your school? District?
What could you do to help your team (grade level, dept,
school, district, become more instructionally coherent?
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De- Privatizing Our Profession

Embracing 
“Public Practice”

Creating a school culture that supports…

Public Practice
Continuous improvement requires feedback and 
support. The only way to get and give feedback is 
for practice to be seen, heard, and discussed by 
other professionals. Therefore, in a high performing 
educational system professionals must be willing to 
make their practice public. Public practice is central 
to the functions and scope of work of the School 
Instructional Leadership Team and each 
Professional Learning Community.   

- Canyons SD, Salt Lake City
Building Leadership Team Manual, 2012
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Note the irony here, the enterprise dedicated to human learning,
Education, routinely leaves out the most essential variable in the 

learning process for it’s own members… FEEDBACK!!

The incredible potential of…

The Metaphorical  “Berlin Wall” in Education

“I’ve been teaching high school math for 6 years and, student
teaching aside, I have NEVER observed a colleague teaching.”

- Adam, Central OR Literacy Project Participant, 2011
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Atul Gawande, M.D.
- surgeon, writer, teacher Harvard Medical School

www.gawande.com

The sort of coaching that fosters 
effective innovation and judgment, 
not merely the replication of 
technique, may not be so easy to 
cultivate. Yet modern society 
increasingly depends on ordinary 
people taking responsibility for 
doing extraordinary things: 
operating inside people’s bodies, 
teaching eighth graders algebraic 
concepts that Euclid would have 
struggled with…

PERSONAL BEST: Top athletes and singers have 
coaches. Should you? by Atul Gawande New Yorker,
October, 2011   (see Innovations website!)

Gawande thinks that the modern 
world requires us to revisit what we 
mean by expertise: that experts 
need help, and that progress 
depends on experts having the 
humility to concede that they need 
help.–
Malcolm Gladwell

Reframing Coaching

Expert coaching

Peer coaching

Team coaching

Self coaching
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1) Peer to Peer Coaching – PLC Debriefing – 1 teacher from each PLC team  
is observed by other team members during 2 week period, team debrief and 
discussion during PLC. 

2) Learning Walk  or Team Coaching – 4-8 teachers plus a coach/VP, or P 
observe a teacher for 20 min. – immediate debrief for 5-7 min. in hall.

3) Expert Coaching – 1-1 w/the math or literacy coach etc.

4)  Classroom Video Clips – others at first (e.g. Frey/Teaching Channel) then 
shoot your own & self view, then selected peer finally team/school - clips run 2-
10 ,min. edited to focus on a common issue/interest.

5) Mini-lesson demonstrations – 3-10 min. modeling some portion of a recent 
lesson, focused on a common issue within PLC or other groups.

6) Principal Walk Throughs – brief observations & feedback from site admin.

Public Practice Formats: Creating a Culture of 
Respectful Giving & Receiving of Actionable Feedback

The Incredible Value of 
“Scrubbing In” w/Colleagues

Ex. Learning Walk or “Scrub In” Schedule – Bend HS
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Team Coaching: Learning Walks
or “Scrubbing In” Together

q Agree upon instructional focus; e.g. EI Tool

q LW teams = Admin/Coaches + Teachers

q 15-20 min – gather data using EI Observation tool

q Immediate debrief (5 min.) in the hall – teachers keep tools

q Affirmations + Questions/Wonderings/Suggestions

“Feedback is the breakfast of champions.”

Bottom Line re: Why Learning Walks?

To improve student achievement via a shared 
focus on increasing literacy. Research clearly 
indicates improved instruction is the pathway to 
improving student learning – Learning Walks 
are key part of an array of “public practice” 
tools that provide teachers with the “actionable 
feedback” necessary to support the continuous 
improvement of their teaching, while building
a culture of inquiry & meaningful collaboration. 

Brief Observation: Coach or Admin
10 min – touch base w/in 24 hrs.
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Self Accountability

Madras HS – HD’s Chart

- Touch base w/in 24 hrs.
- Each teacher 8 times by 

Christmas (16 “touches”
- Differentiate by need 2nd

Semester

v Thanks to HD Weddel,
Co- Principal Madras HS

Quick Videos (10-15 min.) – Using swivl 
- sent to teacher that day
- touch base within 24 hrs. v Thanks to Al Hulbert

MHS coach

“With the videos, you get to see yourself in a different way.
Actually you never really get to see yourself until you see a
video of yourself. I changed immediately certain things that I 
did that I didn’t like.”

“I realized I learned more about who I actually was as a
teacher by looking at the video. I learned of the things that I do 
that I think that I’m great at I was not so great at after all. Even 
the things I did well, I thought, OK that’s pretty good, why do I 
do that, and where could I put that to make it go farther. So it 
was a two-way road, seeing what you do well, and seeing the 
things that have become habits that you don’t even think about 
anymore.”

On the Power of Video Feedback 

http://www.metproject.org/
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What I’ve Learned Supporting Whole
School Improvement…
u Establish an Instructional Leadership Team

u Protect your school from ”Education ADHD”! - Focus

u Identify a few “Big Dogs” (e.g. literate engagement)

u Commit to Public Practice (Learning Walks/Video…)

u Humility, Kindness, & Curiosity as key dispositions

u Build systematically using PLC & other teaming 
structures you already have in place 

One of the most challenged schools in Oregon is
“crushing it”…   what’s the “magic”?
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We are ALL “Boys* in the Boat”
*or girls!!

…magic is possible when we
are ALL pulling in the same direction,
all in synch, the boat “swings”…
This is “Collective Efficacy”!

Thanks for the
Attending OR RTI
Pre-Conference 

Please send along any 
questions; drkfeldman@gmail.com

Kevin Feldman


